SPONSOR DECK

SMB Branding & Marketing with LANCE EVANS

Why NYADMEN Might Be a Great Fit.
It’s a new world. Let’s do this!
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A New Educational Channel for SMB Marketing
NY ADMEN is a brand new educational YouTube channel targeting the Small and Medium Business
owner (SMB). Created and hosted by Lance Evans, a veteran of 30+ years in NY advertising working
on the big-brands, and with the major agencies.
NY ADMEN is about teaching SMB’s what they need to know to grow their businesses.
As our tagline says. it’s about learning how to MARKET LIKE A NEW YORK ADMAN!
Just launched Spring of 2021, the show is already covering how to brand products and businesses,
how to identify your business’s Unique Selling Proposition (USP), marketing in the age of COVID,
and how to leverage some of the most powerful business tools available to today’s SMBs.
The style of the show is professional, yet fun. With plenty of entertaining content, animations, b-roll,
and varying sets to keep the viewers entertained. The show is produced in our own Graphlink Studios
(www.graphlink.com), in midtown Manhattan. The same shop that has created branding and marketing
for AMEX, Miller Beer, Olive Garden, movie and show posters for Netflix and Sony Pictures.

SIMILAR? If our name and logo seem a bit familiar, call it a nod to one of our clients,
the great Jerry Della Femina who wrote the book that AMC’s MAD MEN was based upon.
Or the fact that some of the shows characters were based on Graphlink’s Senior Partner,
12 time Clio winner Ben Colarossi! Other than that, any similarity is purely coincidence!
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Learn to
market like
NYADMEN.
New Episodes Every Week.

TARGET AUDIENCE:

Small & Medium Business Owners (Managers, Sales Team… )
LET’S FACE IT, SMBs don’t have it easy. Generally under-funded, and

usually under-staffed, most entrepreneurs put in long days RUNNING their
businesses. Leaving little time for actually GROWING them.

According to CNBC, even if they had the time, few SMB owners know how to
go about it. 56% don’t have a college degree, or any formal business training.
Virtually none know branding or marketing. CNBC underscored this, stating:

1. https://www.cnbc.com/2017/07/19/survey-shows-majority-of-business-owners-lack-college-degree.html

OUR COMPETITIVE YOUTUBE CHANNELS

“[Amy] had to learn on her own about marketing and
starting a business — and sometimes through painful lessons.”

Working with hundreds of SMB owners, we were repeatedly told they could
not find good and digestible sources of marketing for small business owners.
When we looked on YouTube, we found 4 types of SMB marketing channels:

But SMB owners are tenacious and hard workers. Working with them over the years,
we have found that if you can communicate to them within their available bandwidth,
they really want to learn. They want to succeed for themselves, and their families.

ROCK STARS: We found just a couple of rock star channels, like Gary Vee.
But complaints included: “Talks so fast, explains so little.” “His advice is for startups and 20-somethings.” “More motivational, than actionable information.”

And it’s not just the owners. Managers, sales teams and others all benefit from
understanding how to brand, market and grow a company. THAT’S A LOT OF PEOPLE!

THE UNKNOWNS: We found a couple of channels that seemed fairly good, but
were hosted by very young people that claimed to have hugely successful agencies.
Except, nobody could find their agency, or their clients, or even a posted bio.

“99.9% of all businesses are small businesses, in the United States.”
“Small biz employs 59.9 million people. 47.3% of U.S. private workforce.”
“73% of SMBs Invest in Social Media Marketing”
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PRODUCT SALES: Many channels were simply selling a product or service,
thinly cloaked in sheep’s clothing to look like a helpful education channel.
NICHE: Many channels only discuss a very narrow niche of marketing.
Some just do SEO, others just Facebook advertising. And most are simply
commercial offerings. Nothing bad, but very limited value to the SMB owner.

NY Admen has none of the problems seen in the current offerings on Youtube.

LANCE EVANS: 30+ Years of Branding Successes
Lance has been an “influencer” since they were called “author,” “journalist” and “lecturer.”
As an advertising man he has worked at/with/for most major NYC agencies. And picked up a number of awards
and notices along the way for both his marketing and journalism. The following are some highlights:
1990: Lance launched /hosted the first creative & marketing forums on America Online.

2009: Legendary adman and 12 time Clio winner Ben Colarossi joined Graphlink.

1991: Lance took over Newlife Health Magazine and QUADRUPLED its readership to ¼
million in just 2 years. Then helped launch the Newlife Expos in NY and Florida, that still
run today. Lance remains a consultant as late as 2020.

2010: 3DNY is morphed into MediaBook Press (www.MediaBookPress.com), and
developed interactive education titles that are sold to the NY Department of Education,
and many other public and private schools.

1992: Lance and his Graphlink Media team were brought in to create the award winning
American Express New Media Lab. Bringing in the highest investments in AMEX history.

2012: Lance and Ben produced educational material for AdAge Magazine, working
directly with founding Publisher/Editor Rance Crain (of Crain Business Magazines).

1995: Lance and Graphlink created the famous “TROJAN BRAND CONDOM SCREEN
SAVER”, one of the first ONE MILLION download promotions in internet history, winning
awards from Netscape and others.

2012 onward: Continuing Graphlink Media’s work with helping both large and small
brands to expand. Large brands have included 5 years of marketing for Lincoln Center
(until COVID), work for Netflix and Sony Pictures, and a large number of small, but
important, local brands.

1999: Lance and Graphlink were brought in to launch Sepracor Pharmaceutical, and
then their products that included Xopenex and Lunesta.
2000: Lance created 3DNY, which become the world’s largest association of 3D artists
and creatives in the entertainment and advertising industries. He produced and hosted
2 years of seminars at Apple Marketing in their Citicorp building in Manhattan, mostly
to standing room only attendance. Corporate sponsors included Alias|Wavefront
(audtodesk), Duggal Imaging, FormZ.
2000: Lance wrote educational books for Charles River Media, Wiley, and others. Oscar
winner John Knoll, creator of Photoshop and Director of ILM Studios, wrote the forward
to Lance’s first book. Lance began writing for media and communications magazines
published by global giant Future Publishing in the UK. Becoming a monthly contributor
to 3D World Magazine, Maximum PC Magazine and others.
2002: Lance developed the MediaBook format, an interactive educational platform
and wins various awards, including the industry’s Electronics Publishing Magazine’s
“TOP 20 PUBLISHERS” title.
2002: With partner Future Publishing, Lance morphed 3DNY into an interactive
publishing company and sold thousands of educational DVDs to customers all around the
globe. Customers included agencies, libraries, Sony Pictures, Industrial Light & Magic.

Lincoln Center

American Express

2013: Asked to join the team at CreativeBloq.com, the online communications arts
magazine with 6-9 million readers each month. Lance contributed multiple articles
every month for 5 years, and worked to promote brands that included Sony, Asus,
Samsung, Adobe, Apple, Microsoft, Lenovo and many more.
2016: Series of lectures on SMB branding and marketing for the Manhattan Chamber of
Commerce, and others.
2018: Becomes active on Facebook and asked to become MODERATOR of over 6 related
forums, and regularly labeled TOP CONTRIBUTOR.

Star Wars / Verizon

2020: Lance wrote and published the book “Outrunning Cancer”, which was named
TOP NEW BOOK IN CATEGORY by Amazon editorial staff.
2020: Began months of offering free 1-on-1 coaching sessions for SMBs during COVID.

2021: Launched NY ADMEN on YouTube.
NFL Hockey

WHY WE STARTED NYADMEN

Psssst! COVID had something to do with it.

When COVID shuttered so many small businesses, even our

Graphlink SMB clients, we wanted to help. We began offering free consulting
sessions, trying to help SMBs find ways to stay afloat during the unknown
amount of time that COVID would impact the viability of their businesses.
Many we spoke with could not afford to hire us, and of course needed more
than the 30-60 minutes we were offering for free. When we suggested finding a
channel on YouTube, we were repeatedly told no great options could be found.
When we looked, we had to admit that we could not find decent educational
content either. So we decided to fill that void, and created NY ADMEN.

YOU’RE CUTE, WANNA GO STEADY?
Sort of like dating, we’re looking for a great partner.

We’re looking for a great partner to work with us at NY ADMEN.
We’re here to educate SMBs on how they can build and expand their businesses.
We believe your brand shares these and other goals, and together we can all do,
what we call, some very “POSITIVE DAMAGE!”

Let’s talk!
Contact me at:
nyadmen@gmail.com
or (646)789-7785

NYADMEN

needs a new
best friend.
Can that be you?

